S-transform applied to laser Doppler flowmetry reactive hyperemia signals.
Laser Doppler flowmetry signals give information about many physiological activities of the cardiovascular system. The activities manifest themselves in rhythmic cycles. In order to explore these activities during the reactive hyperemia phenomenon, a novel time-frequency method, called the S-transform, based on a scalable Gaussian wavelet, is applied. The goal is to have a deeper understanding of reactive hyperemia. This paper focuses on the evaluation of the different activities between a rest signal and an hyperemia signal, both acquired simultaneously on the two forearms of healthy subjects. The results show that after the release of the occlusion, the myogenic, neurogenic, and endothelial related activities clearly increase on the forearm where the occlusion took place. Then, they return progressively to their basal level. However, on the rest forearm, no increase is noted for the three activities. The mechanisms that take place during reactive hyperemia are, therefore, local. The S-transform proves to be a suited time-frequency method, in order to analyze laser Doppler signal underlying mechanisms.